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ABSTRACT
The paper identified environmental, techno-
logical and socio-polotical factors which have con-
tributed to the demise of the Providence River Port
as a regional dry cargo distribution center and examines
plans and policies contemplated by local government and
business interests to counteract the Portis decline.
i v
PREFACE
The Port of Providence geographically includes
the cities of Providence and East Providence. The port
has a long tradition of participation in the domestic
and foreign maritime commerce of the United States.
Since World War II, the port has become a major
regional distibution center for petroleum products,
while dry cargo activity has remained relatively static .
The Port of Providence (excluding East Providence) gen-
erated $773,868.28 1 in direct income to the City of
Providence in the fiscal year 1975 and provided sub-
stantial secondary revenues and employment opportuni-
ties in the local and State's economy. During this peri-
od fewer vessels called at the port, and total cargo ton-
nagees decreased. During the past twelve years, while
New England's total cargo trade has increased in tonnage
by 46 percent, that portion of the trade moved through
2the Port of Providence has decreased by 3.1 percent.
The apparent demise of Providence as a seaport
has resulted from a combination of technological and
T. Renahan, and
2Lee Pare Associates, Environmental Assessment
Report - Construction and Operation of a Quay at Wilkes
Barre Pier in the Providence River, East Providence, RI
(Providence: Lee Pare Associates, 1976), p. 12.
v
economic factors. Technological changes within the
shipping industry, with resulting shifting of tradi-
tional patterns of trade, principally the impact of the
II cont ai ne r revolution,1I to which the port has not yet
responded, has caused the port to become competitively
disadvantaged. Poor land-use planning finds conflict-
ing industrial usage of prime waterfront property as
impediment to future longterm expansion. More immediate,
however, is the need to dredge limited portions of the
harbor. Environmental concern over dredge spoil dispos-
al finds the channel dredged to 40 feet, but vessel
berths restricted to 35 feet. Meanwhile, two major port
development projects, which might ultimately reverse the
downward trend of cargo tonnage statistics, are stalled,
awaiting the solution of the disposal problem as infla-
tion reduces available funding for the projects. Local
and State political decisions have also directly contributed
to the Portis infirmities.
The purpose of this paper is to identify the
factQrs influencing the decline of the port, and to relate
the nature of those factors to the future role the port
may play in regional shipping activities.
vi
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
For the purposes of this report the geographical
term IIPort of Providence ll denotes a 2.5 mile reach of the
Providence River from the confluence of the Providence
and Seekonk Rivers to the Socony-Mobi1 Terminal below
Watchemoket Cove in East Providence (Figure 1). The area
is located at the head of Narragansett Bay, approximately
26 miles from the deep water of Rhode Island Sound. Fig-
ure 2 illustrates the geographical relationship of Provi-
dence to other Atlantic coast ports and the approximate
distances therefore in units of lOa miles. Areas en-
closed in circles on the map indicate the presence of
equipment suitable to handle modern container vessels at
that location.
Within the area defined above as the IIPort of
Providence ll are located 19 major piers and wharfs, serv-
ing 24 major terminals. l The west bank of the River lies
within the City of Providence and includes municipal and
privately owned facilities for handling general, bulk,
petroleum, and 1iquified gas cargoes. The major dry cargo
handling facility in the port is the Municipal Wharf at
1Lee Pare Associ ates, p . 1.3.
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4Field's Point in the City of Providence. The east bank
of the River, within the City of East Providence, consists
entirely of privately owned petroleum handling and stor-
age facilities. One such facility, however, the Wilkes
Barre Pier, has been proposed as the site of a unitized
cargo terminal. 2 This project is discussed in detail in
Chapter v.
Access to the Port is through the natural deep
water channel of Narragansett Bay to the dredged Provi-
dence River Channel (40 feet-1975). Berthing within the
harbor is restricted to vessels drawing less than 36 feet.
Jurisdictional autonomy within the harbor line
remains within each municipality and, as such, reflects
the individual interests of the municipality concerned.
There is no joint governing or planning body to oversee
port development within the mutual harbor limits.
Within the context of this report port develop-
ment potential will be examined primarily from the non-
petroleum cargo aspect. The East Providence area of the
port and the northcentral portion of the Providence shore
are the sites of petroleum transfer facilities which con-
tribute to the port's prominance as a major regional
fuel distribution . center, and within the context of this
report they are considered to remain in that usage. With
increasing energy import demands and the potential of off-
shore oil and gas exploitation within the region it is con-
2See: Lee Pare Associates
5sidered unlikely that existing petroleum transfer facilities
and infrastructure will be removed from present usage. The
Wilkes Barre Pier, since it is owned by the Providence and
Worcester Railroad and in the alternative form of a "con-
tainer" terminal might provide greater economic returns to
its owner than current petroleum use rents, is an excep-
tion to this premise. Establishment of a proposed regional
petroleum handling facility in lower Narragansett Bay able
to accommodate VLCC 3 could, however, obviate the necessity
for the facilities in Providence harbor and thereby free
all or part of the East Providence waterfront for other
marine transportation uses, including the development of
large drybulk and petrochemical distribution facilities.
The probability of this occuring will depend largely upon
national energy decisions, regional offshore development
schemes, and other external economic factors beyond the
scope of this paper.
3C. E. Maguire, Inc., Prudence Island Fuel Tank
Farm Development Feasibility Study. (State of Rhode
Island, Dept. of Economic Development, July 1975).
CHAPTER II
THE COMPETITIVE NATURE OF SHIPPING
The non-petroleum cargo trade in the Providence
port area t as reflected by tonnage handled at the City
of Providence's Municipal Wharf t illustrates the rel-
atively static condition of the port in comparison to
other New England ports (Figure 3). A recent report t
citing government statistics, states:
In the past twelve years t while New
England's total cargo trade has increased
in weight by 46 percent t that portion of
the trade moved through the Port of Provi-
dence has decreased 3.1 percent; that iS t
from 13.4 percent to 10.3 percent. It is
true when analyzing the trade activity
of the Port of Providence in isolation dur-
ing an identical time period t an increase
of 14 percent can be identified t yet it
is also true that had the Port been capable
of retaining the trade position established
within the New England market area in 1963,
activity would havelincreased approximately
44 percent by 1973.
The demise of the Providence River as a regional
cargo distribution center may be simply attributed to a
lack of competitiveness with other regional ports for the
regional shipping market. To arrive at this conclusion
one must understand the complex make-up of today's mer-
chant fleet: the shipping market within and through the
lLee Pare Associates t p. 1-2 .
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8region available to that fleet, the facilities and
services offered by Providence and other regional ports
for that market, and the economics of shipping in a
cost competitive market, where, reportedly direct dollar
expenditures of $15 to $30 per ton of cargo handled
enters the local economy as a result of port activities,
and, in addition, the community experiences 1 to 1 1/2
times the direct expenditure inflow in indirect expendi-
tures. 2
Factors considered by the shipper in selecting
a port of origin are, according to Kendall, primarily
economic: such as rail and road tariffs to the port,
storage and handling costs at the port, and shipping
rates from the port to the port of destination. Second-
ary factors, such as shipping services available at the
port accommodating the shipment of a wide variety of
cargoes with a minimum of delay and a maximum of regul-
arity and cargo security, become tantamount when costs
are equal. 3
Similarly, the shipowner will not generally send
a vessel to a port unless there is a fair chance of profit
in so doing. Vessels will not call unless there is a
profitable cargo potential at a port. When alternative
cargo exists at other ports, the profit margin, often
bridge,
C. Kendall, The Business of Shipping (Cam-
Cornell Maritime Press, Ln c , , 1973). p. 130.
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a port of origin are, according to Kendall, primarily
economic: such as rail and road tariffs to the port,
storage and handling costs at the port, and shipping
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ary factors, such as shipping services available at the
port accommodating the shipment of a wide variety of
cargoes with a minimum of delay and a maximum of regul-
arity and cargo security, become tantamount when costs
are equal. 3
Similarly, the shipowner will not generally send
a vessel to a port unless there is a fair chanc~ of profit
in so doing. Vessels will not call unless there is a
profitable cargo potential at a port. When alternative
cargo exists at other ports, the profit margin, often
C. Kendall, The Business of Shipping (Cam-
Cornell Maritime Press, Inc., 1973). p. 130.
CHAPTER III
THE INFLUENCE OF SHIPPING ON PORT DEVELOPMtNT
In the last two decades the maritime transport in-
dustry has been subject to rapid technological and struc-
tural change. One of the main determinants of the form
which developments have taken is the capability of new
handling technologies for providing for rapid ship turn-
around. l As a result vesses size and speeds have in-
creased, allowing additional voyages with greater potential
economic return to the owner. (Figure 4)
The conventional general cargo and early bulk
systems employed ships which, for the deep-sea trades lay
within a narrow size range from 8,000 to 14,000 dwt.
Ships of this size were first built in the latter part of
the nineteenth century and prevailed until the middle
of the twentieth when bulk cargoes and then general cargo
moved into new systems. 2 With bulk cargoes the changes
have resulted from the development of suction, bucket
elevator, and conveyor systems for bagged dry bulk
products such as cement or grain; and high-capacity grab
systems for a wide variety of products, particularly iron
lS. Gilman, "An Investigation into some Effects
of New Handling Technologies on the Structure of Marine
Transport Systems," Marit. Stud. Mgmt., 1975,2, p. 168.
2I bi d., p. 166.
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FIGURE 4
INCREASE IN CARRYING CAPABILITY OF GENERAL CARGO LINKS
DURING THE PERIOD 1967-1972
Source: Marit. Stud. Mgmt. 2. 1975. p . 168.
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ore and coa1. 3 With general cargo there has been the
development of a number of unit load systems of vary-
ing handling abi1ity.4 Most prominent among these are
container, pa11etized, and roll on- roll off systems.
Figure 5 clearly illustrates the economic ad-
vantage of unitized transport systems over conventional
break-bulk vessels in reducing total port costs per ton
of cargo handled. The advantage of such systems is
heightened in areas of high labor costs, such as the
Northeast United States.
The efficiency offered by the container method
is especially appealing to the large industrial concerns
that dominate the North Atlantic trade route between
the Eastern seaboard of the United States and Western
Europe. An estimated 70-75 percent of the North At-
lantic breakbu1k cargo now moves by container. 5
As a result of the increasingly more sophisticated
form to which shipping has evolved and the inherent capi-
tal investment requi red for such operations, IIthere has
arisen a trend in intercontinental transport to limit
calls of large, fast ships to major ports depending upon
coastal shipping, feeder and ferry services, as well as
connecting land transport modes, to assemble and to dis-
tribute cargoes between the major ports and the smaller
3I bi d., ·p.167. See also: IIBu1k Cargo Han dl t nq ;"
Marine Engineering/LOG, September 1975, p. 35.
4Gi1man, p. 168.
5Geoffry, Motte, "Un i t i zed Systems ,II (Unpublished
l.ec t ure Notes (Mimeographed), FMT 416 - Maring Transporta-
t t on , URI, Kingston, RI 1975)
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FIGURE 5
PORT COST COMPARISON OF BREAK-BULK AND
UNITED CARGO CARRIERS
Source: Marine Affairs Journal t No. 2 t September t 1974 t
p.9. From Arthur D. I t t t t e , Lnc . , Ogranization
for Economic Cooperation and Development.
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6ports or outports. 1I The ease with which container car-
goes can be transferred from one vehicle to another has
stimulated great interest in devel-ping new routes and
combining sea and overland transport to offer more rapid
and in some cases, more economical services than could
be provided by sea alone. 7 This II cont a i ner revolution ll .
has been accompanied by a concurrent upheaval in the
traditional role of the seaport and has fostered a new
set of concepts governing the design and location of
port facilities which more realistically reflect the func-
tion of ocean transportation as being but one sub-system of
a complex intermodal transportation and distribution system. 8
An example of the intermodal or total transport "Landb r t dqe "
concept and the effect of such systems on traditional trade
patterns is seen in the Soviet Government sponsored Trans-
Siberian Container Service. The sea land link almost
halves the Yokohama to Rotterdam route from 16,800 miles
around the Cape of Good Hope to 8,730 miles. The Panama
Canal route is 14,500 miles. 9 The landbridge carried
62,600 20-foot container units between Japan and Europe
6Coastal ShiPfing, Feeder and Ferry Services. Un-
publn. ST/ECA/134. New York: United Nations, 1973)
7s~ A. L~wrence, International Sea Transport: The
Years Ahead (Lexington, Mass: D. C. Heath and Co., 1972)
p. 170.
8Earnst Frankel, Studies on the Future of Atlantic
Ports (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT, 1973), p. 1.
9uWestern Shipping Companies Upset by Soviet Plans
for Sea-Rail t i nk;" Journal of Commerce, March 1, 1976, p. 1.
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last year. 10 Table I illustrates the rapid expansion
in trade over Soviet landbridge since its inception in
March of 1971.
TABLE I
TRANSIBARIAN CONTAINER TRAFFIC
Year Tota 1 Units 20 1 Japan-Europe Europe-Japan
1972 12458 9601 2957
1973 28289 18959 9330
1974 51500 34400 17100
1975 62600 50100 12500
Source: SEATRADE, March 1976, p. 94.
A similar rapid expansion in the world container
and barge fleet is reflected in Table II and can be ex-
pected to continue. A trade publication recently observed
lithe tendency to replace general cargo ships with container
ships and barge carriers continued in 1974 but to a much
lesser extent than in the previous three year period. 1I 11
However, it further noted, "t ha t although the fleet grew
only by 7.7% in 1974 as opposed to 35% in 1973, container
tonnage on order at the end of 1974 was 1.7 g.r.t. com-
pared to 0.8 million a year before ll.
10llLandbridge Expects to Double Traffic,1I Seatrade,
March 1976, p. 43.
11Maritime Transport 1974 (Paris: OECD. 1975)
p . 59.
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TABLE II
PRINCIPAL CLASSES OF GENERAL CARGO SHIPS DEVELOPED
BETWEEN MID-1971 AND MID-1974 IN MILLION g.r .t.
Time
Mid-1971
Mid-1972
Mid-1973
Mid-1974
General Container &
Cargo Barge Carriers Total
66.7 3.0 69.7
66.3 4.8 71 . 1
66.8 6.5 73.3
66.6 7 .0 73.6
Source: Marine Transport 1974, p. 58.
Other specialty fleets show similar expansion.
There were 20 percent more roll on- roll off ships on order
or being built in March 1976 than in March 1975. 12 These
statistics bear out earlier speculation that the per-
centage of specialized carrier capacity among world mer-
chant fleets, which has more than doubled in the past de-
cade, can be expected to level off at close to 80% capacity
by 1980. And this, in turn, will make the multipurpose
port or berth largely obsolete as an increasing percentage
of cargoes is handled through specialized facilities. 13
If one remains unconvinced as to whether a port
such as Providence must consider unitized systems, the
words of Lawrence bear consideration:
12"RO/RO Orders," Shipping and Trade, April 16,
1976, p . 9.
13Frankel, p. 11.
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Suffice it to say that the invest-
ments being made worldwide in container
facilities indicate that, for better or
for worse, this will be the principal
mode of general cargo transport on all
principal sea routes by the mid-1970's
and shippers and receivers which do not
have access to such facilities will con-
sider themselve'4relatively disadvantaged
in world trade.
The increase in ship size and the change in balance
between marine and inland costs brought about by contain-
erization have also led to changes in port location and
15in an overall reduction in the number of ports served.
Declining tonnage statistics and idle berths at Providence
when compared to dramatic increases in traffic experienced
at containerized facilities at Boston and New York, support
this thought and suggest that in a shipper's market, the
shipper deprived of container and other unitized systems
will seek them elsewhere.
Container traffic at almost 'a l l ports in 1974 in-
creased substantially in both boxes and tonnages handled. 16
Foreign oceanborne general cargo moving through the port
of New York reached its highest level in more than three
decades last year (1974), totaling 16.7 million long tons,
up 3.1 percent over 1973. The advance is attributed to a
17 .3 per cent :inc rea s e i n exp0 r t s - - bot h con t a i nera nd con-
ventional break- bulk- reflecting strong worldwide demand
14Lawrence, p. 162.
15Gilman, p. 174.
1611World Ports: Specialized Ships Spur De ve l opmen t ;"
Marine Engineering/LOG, June, 1975, p. 195.
18
for competitively priced U.S. products. 17 In the be-
ginning of 1970, 75 percent of the exports from Boston's
prime area were being shipped through the Port of New York.
Since the completion of the MASSPORT Container complexes
at Boston's Mystic and Castle Island terminals, this trend
has been reversed. In June of 1974, for the first time
in its history, MASSPORT container terminals' exports ex-
ceeded import tonnages. During 1973, Mystic's second
full year of operation, the terminal handled more export
cargo than the entire Port of Boston handled in any pre-
vious year of its 340 year history; and container traffic
growth at the terminal has been predicted to increase at
a rate of 20 to 30 percent annually.19 The ability of the
Port of Boston to provide reliable, fast service at
competitive costs is attracting shippers and carriers. A
container feeder service was started between Boston and
Halifax in 1973. During the first six months of 1974,
the Halifax feeder service more than doubled the amount
f i t h dl d' h d i th 20,. 0 cargo 1 an e ln t e precee lng S1X mon s.
17 I bi d., p. 196.
1811Boston Takes On the Giants,1I Container News,
October 1974, p , 40.
19 I bi d.
20I bi d., p. 41.
CHAPTER IV
THE PROVIDENCE RIVER PORT TODAY
In their never-ending search for car-
goes to move through their facilities, the
various ports of an area stress moderninity
of piers and wharves, their intraport sys-
tems of roadways and railroads, and the
freque?cy of sailings to all parts of the
world.
The Port of Providence plays a major role only
in petroleum products and the distribution of same in
Southern New England, yet a minor roll in general cargo
and no role whatsoever incontainership operations. 2
An examination of port services provided by the
Port of Providence is helpful in understanding the portis
diminished share of the estimated 20 to 30 percent of
the total break-bulk cargo considered not suitable to
. . . 3
contalnerlzatlon.
The Municipal Wharf
The most active general cargo terminal in the
Port of Providence is the Municipal Wharf located at
Field1s Point. Table III represents a breakdown of cargoes
al. In-
Rhode
Provldence:
162 .
19
20
PORT OF PROVIDENCI
Year Ending June 30 1 1972 Year Endin~ June 30, 19:
Receipts Shipments Total Receipts Shlpments
Tota1s 7,789,364 870,765 8,660,129 13,568,783 1,801,565 15I:
Gasoline 2,922,668 137 ,977 3,060,645 6 1019,804 390,819 6, /
Oil (fuel, dies-
el & Lubr.) 4,054 s460 386,928 4,441,488 6,398,597 11050,526 7 j,
Lumber 170,190 170,190 120,448 !
Chemicals (naptha,
phosphate & sulfur,
especially) 19,328 19,328 17,020
Asphalt 57,399 11 ,998 69,397 42,242 14,459
Cement 225,843 225,843 204,377
Kerosene 139,652 69 ,241 208,893 473,573 62,296
Scrap Iron 264,216 264,216 282·,711
Propane Gas 1001790
Steel 87,516
General Cargeo
(all other) 199 1724 405 200,129 104,416 714
Jj Source: Department of Public Works, City of Providence.
*Includes 23,929 compact cars @ 30,783 tons
- - - -----
rTABLE III / . - .
I
- WATERBORNE FREIGHT 1972-1975 l/
(Short Tons)
3 Year Ending June 30, 1974 Year Ending June 30, 1975
-Total Recei pts Shipments -- Total Receipts Shipments Total
170 ,348 1,844,610 1,164,023 9,008,633 7,089,847 752,273 7,842, 115
~ 1 0 , 6 23 3,174,407 353,493 3,527,900 3,028,960 128,219 3,157 ,179
149,123 3,796,064 415,023 4,211 ,087 3,304,645 277 ,359 3,582,009
I
i20,448 146,110 146,110 71 ,362 . 71,362
i 15,074 15,074 15,536 15,536I 17,020
I 56,741 54,391 84,500 136,891 7,610 7,610
I ~04 ,377 233,432 233,432 219,112 219,112
335,869 95,311 14,905 110,218 63,380 6,442 69,822
282,711 296,102 296,102 324,738 324,738
100,790 140,381 140,381 90,616 90,616
87,516 59,621 59,621 67,868 67,868 r>!
t · . , '"
105,130 181,817 131,817 104,203* 7,914 112,117 I~
t
r-'
.
t'
•L \ ','
I t.... .
i '
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handled at the Municipal Wharf during the fiscal years
1972-1975. The table illustrates the large petroleum/
petro-chemical throughput at the facility and reveals
that the principal dry cargo commodities handled at
the Wharf are neo-bulk such as scrap metal, lumber,
and cement. The decline in general cargo receipts re-
fleeted in the table contrasts sharply with conditions
at Boston and New York during the period previously
cited, despite the inaugeration of an auto import service
during 1975. The declining tonnages reflect not only the
encroachment of containerization at Boston and New York
but other factors, such as the effects of the energy
crisis which eliminated services to marginal ports as
fuel prices increased, and a general slackening of the
state and national economies.
The Municipal Wharf consists of approximately
one mile of granite seawall with six vessel berths with
depths alongside ranging from 28 to 35 feet above mean
low water. In view of the increasing size of modern
general cargo and bulk vessels, the depth restrictions
at the facility constitute a natural restriction to harbor
trade development. The federally maintained channel to
Providence has been recently dredged, at a cost of ap-
proximately $18 million, to a minimum depth of 40 feet. 4
Maximum economic efficiency cannot be attained un~il
411Channel dredging resumes t oday ;" Providence
Journal, 13 August 1975, p. 1.
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full use of that limiting depth can be had at the berth.
Particularly in the bulk trades, port development and
channel depths have a major influence on cargo routing
and indeed whether cargo can be economically handled
at al1. 5
The physical condition of the publicly-owned and
maintained transit sheds at the Municipal Wharf have been
allowed to deteriorate as revenues from the facility were
returned to the City's General Treasury rather than to
the upkeep and expansion of the facilities. (Figure 6)
Renovation is, however, soon to be completed at warehouses
#1 and 2. Renovation plans for warehouse #3 are cur-
rently being held in abeyance while consideration is given
to demolition and removal of the shed so as to provide
additional pierside space for the marshalling of neo-bulk
cargoes for which the Port hopes to develop a speciality
handling market. 6 Neo-bulk includes large lot, special-
ized cargoes such as lumber, cement, scrap, and heavy
machinery, in contrast to higher value but smaller break-
bulk cargoes which, when not containerized, generally
seek the scheduled delivery provided by liner service
vessels. By providing facilities tailored for such car-
goes and offering economic impetus such as low through-
5Lawrence, p. 169.
6Interview with Eugene Neary,
Providence, Providence, Rhode Island.
Director, Port of
18 February 1976.
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port tariffs, seven days of free storage, and labor amity,
the City hopes to effectively compete for this trade
against the other regional competitors, the ports o.f
Boston and New Haven. 7
The Field's Point area currently provides approxi-
mately 263,000 square feet of covered transit shed area. 8
Rail and road access pierside is provided. A complicat-
ing factor, however, and an impediment to future develop-
ment at the Wharf, is the result of the policy of previous
city administrations to lease portions of the Municipal
Wharf to commercial non-marine related tenants. Figure
7 illustrates areas of the Wharf currently under long-
term lease. Table IV provides lease data for the property
in question. All leases provide the tenant with the op-
tion to renew. The leases constitute a legal impediment
to near and intermediate term port expansion and illustrate
,9
the low priority given port development in the past.
An additional, and perhaps more important, growth-
restraining factor resulting from poor municipal port
planning is perceived in the siting of LPG and other pet-
roleum transfer and storage facilities on prime waterfront
property and, in particular, at the Municipal Wharf. There
are almost 150 tanks on the Providence side and approxi-
mately 100 on the East Providence side. Aside from environ-
mental and aesthetic concerns, the fuel tanks, as now ar-
7 I bi d.
8 I bi d.
9See Donald D. Breed, "Port of Providence: How Big
a Role on the Waterfront?" Providence Sunday Journal, 7 De-
cember 1975, p. 1-1.
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CITY OF PROVIDENCE WATERFRONT LEASES
: .. c .'
,.
• f
p. - '.~
.' . BUSTIlESS
AREA BLDG. TYPE OF
PLAT!IJYr RENTAL EXP. DATE OPTION SQ.FI'. ACREAGE SQ.FT. BUSINESS
56/6 $16,966.40 06/30/81 2-10 vrs , 212,080 4.9 450 coal, Fields Pt.,
17 tanks, 254,000 barre
56/264 -1,600.00 10/31/79 1-10 yrs. 20,000 .46 10,330 shipping, Fields Pt.
56/297 50,400.00 10/31/79 2-5 yrs. 600,000 13.77 lumber storage, Fields ;
56/311 6,726.50 08/31/79 3-5 yrs. 67,265 1.54 Fields Pt.
56/25 56,284.67 05/12/91 4-10 yrs. 440,099 10.00 4,050 LPG, Fields Pt.
400,000 barrels
56/2 -. 30,000.00 07/31/81 10 yrs. 261, 793(A) 6.0 8,814 18 tanks, 235,000 barre :
56/313J 07/31/81 (B)9, 243.11 .21 .
56/319 4,500.00 03/31/78 5 yrs , .6,000 .13 NW portion of Transit Shed ~2
56/259 2,487.06 03/31/85 27,634 .63 6,772 mfg/packing, heavy- ~:.
56/278 1,248.12 03/31/85 13,868 •32 . chemicals; Fields Pt •
56/295 7;030.SG 03/31/85 78,120 1.80 tank farm: r : ~-- ,~. -' -
10 @ 99,550 total
2 @ 150,000 total
56/270 63,600 1.46
56/312 243,005 5.6 74,000
Transit Shed 11
,_ l" • •
.'
15•
.. ..' :
,- ~, .
.t2. Petro1ane
16. ' Transit Shed ~3
-' .
- f L!')
.• J' N
t:~4•..George E. Wilson Co.
,
~; ~ . Geo. Wilson/Geo. Mann
.'" 1
'n. John J. Orr & Son
-io , N.E. Bituminous
~.
.13. Sun Oil
~ ~ ' .
'~j
~~~ . ,
~j' ~ ~.
: -
' i
:"..
•-.t'; ,Table IV. Le~se Data - Municipal W~qrf. Providence, Rhode Island .
Sou-rce: City of Providence, Rhode Island. 1976
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CITY OF' PROVIDENCE WATERFRONT LEASES
BUSINESS PLAT/LaT RENTAL EXP. DATE OPTION
Mll!.A
SQ.FT, ACREAGE
BLDG.
SQ.FT,
TYPE OF
BUSINESS
1. Ace Hnrehouse 56/267 $18,000.00
56/268J 41,058.00
56/269
12/31/73
12/31/78
12/31/78
1-5 yrs.
1-5 yrs.
1-5 yrs ,
24,000
90,000
29,475
.55
2.07
.68
Bldg.
adj.1and
SE portion of
Transit Shed f}3
Fields Pt.
general warehouse
general warehouse
1-10 yrs. 643,887
2. Brewster Bldg. Mat.
3. BP on
\0
N
56/69
56/71
56/280
56/254
5,728.96 08/15/76
3,485.12 08/15/76
1,953.56 08/15/76
50,000.00 12/31/79
2-5 yrs.
2-5 yrs.
2-5 yrs.
159,138
69,702
39,071
3.65
1.60
.90
15.00
73,750
4,800
8,784
11,3$1
lumber, Shipyard St.
lumber, Shipyard St.,
land area for storage
lumber, Shipyard St.
oil, Terminal Rd~,
12 tanks, 497,000 barrel
5. Lehigh Portland Cement 56/271
4. Fields Pt. Chemical 56/8 6,906.96 03/21/79
11-,200.00 03/31/81
1-5 yrs ,
10 yrs.
57,558
70,000
1.32
1.60 2,719
chemicals, Fields Pt.
cement, Fields Pt., ,,',
4 tanks,
159,300 cu.ft. total
7. Marquette Cemcnt(portion)56/256
1-5 yrs. 268,115
1-10 yrs. 710,706
..
6.14 71,720 scrap metal, Fields' Pt.
(previously AC Dutton)
16.30 .5,030 scrap metal, Fields Pt.
w/rr easement 731,986
.25 9,934 scrap metal, Fields Pt.
.11 4,020 scrap metal, Fields Pt.
(portion on Lot 263)
cement, Fields Pt • .
chemicals, Fields Pt.
scaffolding, Fields Pt e .
31,500
.20
1.40
1.69
8,581
73,530
10,800
4,778
60,00020 yrs.
to buy
1-10 yrs.
1-10 yra ,
30 yrs.
5,400.00 03/31/85
500.00 07/27/91
8,088.30 03/11/80
33,958.79 07/08/84
56,000.00 12/31/89
1,080.00 12/31/89
640.48 12/31/89
56/279
56/255
56/307
56/262
56/263
56/309
6. George Mann & ca.
9. Metals Processing Co.
8. Hnrr Scaffolding Co.
FIGURE 7
AREAS OF THE WHARF CURRENTLY UNDER LONG-TERM LEASE
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ranged, represent a very inefficient use of the land. 10
Such storage facilities could be better located inland,
thereby freeing the limited harborline property for port
development needs. Of more immediate impact, however, is
the presence of LNG/LPG facilities in the immediate
vicinity of the portis major general cargo transfer facility.
The Port of Providence has two facilities for the
storage of LNG/LPG. The LPG (Propane) tank is owned and
" ope r a t ed by Pertolane, Inc. The LNG (Liquified Natural
Gas - Methane) tank is owned and operated by Algonquin
Gas Transmission Co. The Petrolane terminal is located
adjacent to the Municipal Wharf and consists of one
400,000 barrel tank; however, the Company is currently
seeking authorization to construct and operate an addi-
tional tank at the same location. Propane is a flammable
gas that is heavier than air. It will cause a fire and/or
an explosion when it is exposed to a source of ignition. l l
LPG vessels docking at Providence moor at berth 3 or berth
5 at the Municipal Wharf and discharge via a portal be trail-
erized Chickson arm through an underground , pipe to the
tank. 12 The Algonquin terminal is located on the Provi-
dence Gas Pier and consists of one 600,000 barrel tank.
Product is discharged from the vessel through an above
lOVincent A. Cianci, Jr., liThe Portis Needs Come
First, but Waterfront has Room for ~1ore Ac t t v t ty ," Provi-
den ce Sunday J 0 urn a1, 28 Decem be r 1975, p. F- 4 .
llCaptain of the Port, Providence, Rhode Island,
LNG/LPG Contingency Plan, 1 August 1975, p. IV
12 I bi d.
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ground pipe to the tank. 13 The principal hazard in a
large spill of LNG lies in the combustible vapor cloud
that will envelop the spill, drift downwind, and remain
near the surface until it is diluted and warmed. 14
Federal regulations vest in the U. S. Coast Guard
the authority to require additional safety measures be
taken when LNG or LPG is transferred from vessel to shore. 15
Among these precautions may be the prohibition of other car-
go operations in the vicinity of the transfer facility dur-
ing transfer of LNG or LPG. 16 General Regulation lb(4)
of the Captain of the Port of Providence LNG/LPG Contingency
Plan for the Transport and Discharge of Liquified Natural
Gas/Liquified Petroleum Gas states the transfer facility
must lIinsure that no other cargo transfer operations or
vessel movements are permitted at the facility during dis-
charge operations. The dock shall also be clear of all
general cargo or debris and shall at all times be access-
ible to emergency vehicles ll • 17 Although this action has
not been required at the Municipal Wharf when transferring
LNG at the Providence Gas Pier, it is required when trans-
ferring LPG. When LPG is transferred at berth 5 at the
Municipal Wharf, cargo work is curtailed at berth 4 through-
13 1bi d.
141bi d., p . V.
1533 CFR 6.04 and 6.14 - Port and Waterways Safety
Act of 1972.
16CG 478 - Liquified Natural Gas-Views and Practices-
Policy and Safety (Wash D. Cl: Dept. of Transportation, 1976
p , I V•
17Captain of the Port of Providence, p. 1-2.
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out the transfer operation. Furthermore, during the opera-
tion, vehicular movement on the pier is restricted by the
establishment of a security zone about berth 5. This re-
sults in delays and interruption of cargo activity at
berth 6 as well. These regulations have been placed in
effect approximately six times during the past winter. 18
With the present scarcity of domestic LNG, increased im-
ports of LPG can be anticipated in the future along with
a concomitantly greater disruption of cargo operations
at the Municipal Wharf.
Vessel movement within the harbor is also restric-
ted during LNG/LPG transfer operations. At such times
vessels desiring to enter or leave the harbor may experi-
ence costly delays. Operators of such vessels may, as a
result, question the efficiency and economic viability of
calling at the Port.
18Telephone conversation with L. E. Beaudin,
Commander, U.S.C.G., Captain of the P·ort of Providence,
9 June 1976.
CHAPTER V
THE PORT - THE NEAR TERM
The City of Providence is currently planning a
major waterfront redevelopment project. l According to
the City Planning Department's Waterfront Development
Project-Information Sheet, the project area comprises
8% of the land mass of the City of Providence. Within
the 875 acres approximately 127 acres or almost 14% of
all the Waterfront Project land is owned by the City
of Providence. This area is the Municipal Wharf and sup-
porting facilities make up the Port of Providence. 2
Annual tax revenues from the waterfront area are ap-
proximately 6 million; it is estimated that up to $20
million or more per year cou~d be generated if the area
were redeveloped. 3 According to the City's planner,
liThe location, size, and function of the Port of Provi-
dence suggests that the Port may be viewed as a key ele-
ment in the waterfront development.'11 4 Through the medium
of proper planning and redevelopment, it is reported that
the waterfront can sustain mixed use, but with a more
lCianci, p. F-4.
2Ci t y of Providence, Planning Department, "Water-
front Development Project-Information Sheet. (Mimeo.) 1976.
3 I bi d., p. l.
4I bi d., p . 3.
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rational order, good aesthetics, and greater economic
productivity for both the City and industries occupying
waterfront parcels. S Local political debate has arisen
over the plan, and the press has questioned the effect
the redevelopment would have on the future of the port. 6
Opponents of the plan have termed it "a stumble bum
management decision to convert the port into some kind of
seaside Shangri-la where tourist attractions, recrea-
tional developments, and what have you will be developed
side by side with cargo ship berths, cargo handling facil-
ities, terminal buildings and a transportation interchange
to move cargo to and from the port. 1I 7 The mayor, how-
ever, terms it "vision". 8
The principal thrust of actual port development
within the Waterfront Development Project involves long
standing development schemes for the Municipal Wharf.
The city originally proposed to renovate and expand the
facility in January 1971; and a referendum approving
funding through municipal bonds was approved in November
of 1972. 9 The project called for the extension of the
SIbid., p. 2.
6Joseph L. Goodrich, "Time to Fish or Cut Bait
Developing Providence Port," Providence Sunday Journal
Business Weekly, 21 December 1975, p. F-2.
7 I bi d.
p. F-4.
ment
8Cianci,
9M .aqu t r e ;:
for Proposed
Preliminary Outline-Environmental Assess-
Municipal Wharf Extension, p. 8.
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existing seawall in a south~rly direction and the con-
struction of a vessel berth and cargo transfer wharf. 10
The proposed Municipal Wharf design would satisfy
operational demands of roll on- roll off, as well as pal-
letized and break-bulk vessels, but not containerships.
The facility would consist of a 750 foot long cargo wharf
and vessel berth with a dredged depth alongside matching
the existing 40 foot depth of the federally maintained
Providence River channel. The project would require
extensive dredging and the ultimate disposal offsite
of approximately 400,000 cubic yards of highly organic
silt. l l A suitable method of spoil disposal has not been
determined, and the project remains stalled. 12 Alter-
natively, as a result of the reduction through inflation
of funding available for construction, the City is con-
sidering the engineering feasibility of updating the six
existing berths and of deepening them to the 40 foot
channel limit, in lieu of the development of the single
new, 40-foot berth #7. 13 If such a proposal is economic-
ally feasible, spoil disposal requirements, the major
impediment in carrying out the plan, would constitute
approximately 130,000 cubic yards, offering possible land
10Ibid., p , 1.
llIbid., p. 8.
12C· . F 4t anc t , p , -.
l3Interview with Eugene Neary, 18 February 1976.
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fill alternatives to open ocean dumping previously con-
sidered necessary.14 Neither proposal will receive a
federal permit to dredge issued by the U. S . Army Corps
of Engineers while the spoil disposal problem remains
unresolved.
The basis for the Corps of Engineers responsibility
to regulate the disposal of dredged or fill material with-
in the coastal waters of the United States is the Federal
Pollution Control Acts Amendments of 1972. 15 Section
404 of that Act charges the Secretary of the Army, acting
through the Chief of Engineers, to issue permits after
notice and opportunity for public hearing, for the dis-
charge of dredged or fill material into the navigable
waters at specified disposal sites. The Act requires
that the selection of disposal sites will be in accord-
ance with guidelhes developed by the Administrator of the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in conjunction with
the Secretary of the Army.
It is unlikely that a regional dumpsite at Brown's
Ledge in Rhode Island Sound, as proposed by the Corps
of Engineers and supported by the City as a disposal site
for Municipal Wharf spoils, will withstand the stiff op-
14Wayne Worcester and Donald D. Breed, "Dredged
Mud may be Headed for Roger Williams Park," Providence
Journal, 25 March 1976, p. B-1.
l5 pL 92-500, 86 Stat 816, 33 U.S.C. 1344.
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position of area fishermen and environmentalists. 16 At
a recent hearing on the regional dump proposal the En-
vironmental Protection Agency asked the Army to consider
alternatives to dumping . dredging products on the pro-
posed site because of the adverse effect heavy metals
in the spoils might have on marine life at the site, a
reported sapwning ground for lobsters and fish. 17
At present, only modernization and renovation
of the transit sheds is progressing at the Municipal Wharf.
The more important deepening of the berths to accomodate
deep draft vessels lies mired in a state of idle confusion.
Another, perhaps more important, port develop-
ment project, the construction of a unitized cargo hand-
ling terminal at Wilkes Barre Pier in East Providence,
by the Providence and Worcester Railroad, is similarly
awaiting a federal permit to dredge before construction
may begin. The project is a dredge and fill operation
and as such, is subject to Corps jurisdiction under
Section 404. The Company's application, which was approved
by the Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management Council,
proposes a sheet steel piling bulkhead of 3,760 linear
feet in length and about 10 feet high above mean high
water. Permission is sought to dredge approximately
1611Proposal to Dredge Bay, River Meets Strong
Pr ot es t ;" Providence Journal, 25 March 1976 p. B-1.
1711Engineers Told to find Other Dump,1I Newport
Daily News, 2 June 1976, p. 23.
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287,000 cubic yards from in front of the bulkhead to the
40-foot channel limit . About 713,000 cubic yards of addi-
tional fill, to be supplied from other sources, is to be
placed behind the bu1khead. 18 The construction of the
project would take place over a period of about six years
and includes the following activities: emplacement of
berms; emplacement of sand beds (and possibly a sand dike
drainage system); hydraulicdredging and disposal of silts
within retention basin; driving of pilings and possible
surcharge loading. 19 Operation time will immediately follow
the completion of construction and includes development of
cargo transfer, storage, and distribution facilities. Dis-
posal 'of the dredge silt on site within a filtration basin
with consolidating fill added to insure stability, would
result in the creation of approximately 45.5 acres of use-
able land .
Corps of Engineers' preliminary review of the
Company's federal permit application suggests that modifi-
cation of the plan to limit filling will be required before
. t ·· d 20 Ad 'a perm1 1S 1ssue. ccor 1ng to Corp modification pro-
posals, should a regional disposal site become available
at Brown's Ledge as advocated by the Corps, it woul d be un-
necessary for the Providence and Worcester Company to fill,
18petition of the Providence and Worcester Com-
pany, Charles L. Guild and James J. Reilly, to Rhode Island
Coastal Resources Management Council, January 28, 1976 with
revisions on May 22, 1974 and July 8, 1974.
19Lee Pare Associates, p. 1-22.
20Interview with Lee Pare, President, Lee Pare
Associates, Providence, Rhode Island, 12 April 1976
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and thereby ecologically destroy, the entire 45.5 acre
Wilkes Barre Pier site. Final determination on the permit
will not be forthcoming until compulsory public hearings on
the Corp's Brown's Ledge proposal are completed. Should
the Brown1s Ledge site be designated as the regional dis-
posal site, it is likely that the Providence and Worcester
permit to dredge will be approved; but ocean disposal re-
qui red' for s poi 1san d the 1and fill ope rat i on wi 11 be
severely restricted (to approximately 13 acres) .21
The effect of continued delay in construction on
the Municipal Wharf and Wilkes Barre Pier projects has al-
ready had severe economic impacts on the projects; and is
allowed to continue, it may eventually result in the can-
cellation of the projects. Other less immediate, but equally
lethal, effects of such delay have been predicted as: 22
(a) an erosion of construction funds as a result of in-
flationary trends; (b) an erosion of existing commerce as a
result of limiting draft of 35 feet in the face of a world-
wide trend to larger ships; and (c) a subtle change in atti-
tude by shippers (present and potential users) towards the
Port of Providence as other growing ports in New England
expand and improve their facilities.
In the face of such dire predictions, it is indeed
"Time to fish or cut bait in developing Providence Port." 23
21 I bi d.
22Maguire, preliminart Outline-EnvironmentalAssessment for Proposed Municipa Wharf Extens1on. p. 83.
23Goodrich, p. F-2.
CHAPTER VI
THE FUTURE: HOW BIG A ROLE ON THE WATERFRONT?l
The healthy economic development of
waterfront and coastal areas depend
largely on the effective availability
of transpurtation resources and inter-
faces. Access to the open sea as well
as to inland or coastal road, rail,
and waterway is becoming of increasing
importance and a large factor negating
the advantage of p~rts in densely popu-
lated urban areas.
The Providence metropolitan area is principally
a well-diversified manufacturing community, producing tex-
tiles, jewelry, fabricated metals, and machinery.3 Commerce
within the regional area surrounding the port has greatly
intensified as a result of growth in its production capa-
bilities linked to an increased and more diversified con-
sumer market via improved transportation and communications
systems. 4 Figure 8 illustrates the diversity of the 75-mile
regional hinterland served by the Port and its potential
for expansion to market areas of the midwest through exist-
ing rail and road transport systems. In 1974 the Port of
Baltjmore (the second largest u.s. East Coast container port
by volume) registered a record 43.3 million tons of export-
import trade, a tonnage increase of almost 14 percent over
1Breed, p. I-l.
2Frankel, p . 3.
3Lee Pare Associates, p. 1-3.
4I bi d, p. 2.
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slate Routes Y5, o(), "i(J and ~HJ make nuukct -,
within l,OOO miles of Providence casy to
reach by truck, And what markets! A total
of 140,OOO,0()() people with a combined an-
nual personal income of 5775,000,000,000.
Population and income wilh in 1.000 miles 01 Providence.
(Accumulative totats.)
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Within 75 miles of Providence
located:
8,250,000 people-67% of New
land's total population,
8 of New England's 12 major
ndard Metropolitan Statistical Areas.
75% of New England's manufacturers
-lastic products,
73% of New England's manufacturers
.hemical products,
69% of New England's manufacturers
'ommunicut ions equipment.
66% of New England's manufacturers
lectrical machinery,
According to 1970 data, the popu-
In within 75 miles of Providence is
Iter than that of either Chicago or the
Angeles-Long Beach metropolitan
1- the two largest metropol itan areas
t of the Hudson River.
Providence also has a larger pro-
.ion of New England's population with-
75 mile radius than either Boston or
tford (1975 population estimates).
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1973. Much of the 1974 traffic originated from or was
destined for the U. S. Midwest. 5
Rail access to the Port of Providence has been
in jeopardy in the past when the New Haven and then the
Penn-Central Railroad went into receivership with the sub-
sequent loss or reduction in services along the entire North-
east rail system. The decline in rail services may have been
an important factor in the Port's decline. In container
systems, access to efficient terminals and inland distri-
bution systems is crucial to commercial success, since the
inshore portion of the operation represents the major portion
of through shipment costs and is the component within which
effective performance is most visible to the customer. 6 This
is also a major consideration in general and bulk cargo dis-
tribution as well. Rail access to the Port is now reportedly,
assured by the recent take-over of the Penn-Central by CONRAIL. 7
Direct rail service now esists from the Municipal
Wharf to the CONRAIL main corridor. In East Providence the
Providence and Worcester Company has access from its Wilkes
Barre Pier site to the CONRAIL main corridor and, in addition,
to Montreal via Albany.S This ;s particularly important when
511World Ports: Specialized Ships Spur Develop-
ment," Marine Engineering/LOG, June 1975, p . 258.
6 Lawrence, p. 181.
7Interview with Joseph Velino, Director, Task
Force on Waterfront Development, Providence, Rhode Island,
March, 1976.
8Interview with Mr. Lee Pare.
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one contemplates Providence as an alternative to shipping
through Montreal as could be the case when the Providence
and Worcester facility is in operation. The seasonal nature
of Great Lake container ports, due to icing of the St.
Lawrence below Montreal, and the limitations inherent in
the 27 foot draft limitations of the seaway, might dis-
place considerable cargo from the Lake Ports and Montreal
to the Port of Providence were the P & Wfacility available.
Providence, with its 600 foot minimum channel
width, could, when berthing at a 40 foot draft is available,
accommodate some of the largest general cargo vessels afloat.
Reportedly, the largest container complex in Asia, Hong
Kong International Terminals Ltd., when completed this year
on a 43 acre site, will include three 950 foot berths with
40 foot depths alongside and is considered "capab1e of ac-
commodating the world's largest containershi ps".9
Regional weather conditions are not considered
a contributing factor in the Port's decline. Similarly, the
availability and cost of labor is competitive with other
regional ports. 10 The International Longshoremen's Associ-
ation predominates at all U. S. East and Gulf Ports. Local
wage scales vary, but are in general agreement with the
9Views from Abroad - "Largest Container Complex
in Asia Planned for Hong Kong," Marine Engineering/LOG,
September, 1974, p. 10.
10Interview with Eugene Neary.
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Union's Master Contract in most areas. ILA royalty assess-
ment per container loaded in the Port of New York is $8.28,
while a single $2 container fee is charged in Providence.
Hourly rate and fringe benefits of Providence dockworkers
are reportedly less than that of other Locals. Port tariffs
or municipal across the dock handling fees, are similarly com-
petitive. 10
It would appear then, as has been reported in the
press that, lithe Port has been a victim of circumstances con-
trived to stunt its growth ll • l l Cited were actions by the
New Haven Railroad to prevent Canada's Grand Trunk Railroad
from making the port its eastern warm water terminal and
opposition by its successor, the Penn-Central Railroad, to
further development of the port because of conflicts with
its vested interests in the ports of Boston, New Haven, and
New York. l l The matter of long term, non-conforming leases
at the Municipal Wharf, the lack of continuing, growth
oriented, capital investment into the port and its facilities
allowing it to keep pace with technological advancements in
the industry, and the absence of co-ordinated management,
may likewise be considered factors, appearing in many cases
contrived, to stunt the development of the port.
But what of the future? The City of Providence
maintains, according to its Port Director, that it lies
llGoodrich, p. F-2.
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in the neo-bulk specialization of its recent past. This
policy reflects the results of a port development study
commissioned by the City prior to the commercial bloom
of containerization. 12 The Director acknowledges, how-
ever» that the City is seeking to obtain two government
surplus mobile cranes which would add a limited container
handling capability to the port. Such limited capacity
will not attract scheduled container services, but may
speed handling of other break-bulk commodities and may
offer container ship operators a limited alternative to
the port of Boston. The overall neo-bulk specialization,
however, disregards a predicted 100% overcapacity at
Atlantic coast ports of general cargo port facilities
expected by 1980. 13 Additionally» it has been suggested
that there is ofily limited scope for further development
in the bulk cargo sector as well .14 If developing trends
at Boston can be Gonsidered valid» a further reduction in
break-bulk general cargo tonnages handled through the
port can be anticipated if container ship capability is
achieved at the .. Providence and Worcester proposed Wilke Barre
Pier terminal. the Port of Boston has witnessed a trend from
break bulk general cargo vessels to containerized cargo
vessels since aquisition of container capability at its
Mystic Terminal. MASSPORT Maritime Director, Thomas T.
Soules, predicts that 90 percent of the general cargo handled
1211Freight Transportation Development Potential
of the Port of Providence, Rhode Island," EBS Management
Consultants, In~., Washington, DC. March 1969.
13Frankel, p . 165.
14Gilman, p. 174.
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handled at the port soon will be containerized. 15 This
trend, if substantiated elsewhere, would make additional
investment for modernization of transit shed and other
break-bulk handling facilities at Providence extremely
risky at this time.
The Providence and Worcester Company, on the other
hand, sees the Portis future in unitized systems and is will ·-
ing to back up that conviction with the substantial capital
investment necessary for the construction of its Wilkes
Barre Pier terminal. A fully developed container berth
including cargo handling gear may cost up to 10 million
dollars (1973) .16 Although marketing studies by the Rail-
road are not as yet complete, initial results indicate
that the major volume of containerized cargoes handled at
MASSPORT'S Mystic Terminal originates southwest of the
city and literally passes over the road through Providence
enroute to Boston.1 7 It is this market which the Railroad
hopes initially to attract. Another market, the domestic
cargo, currently moving overland is considered likely to
develop if container facilities are available, as coastal
feeder operations displace long haul truck and rail systems
under de-regulated interstate transport conditions possible
15 11 U• S. Ports, II Marine Engineering/LOG, September,
1974, p. 136.
16Lawrence, p. 18l.
17Interview with Peter Faibleman, Analyst, Lee
Pare Associates, Providence, Rhode Island, 12 April 1976.
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in the near future, and as increasing energy and labor
costs accentuate the economies of volume shipment of goods
and commodities. 19
An additional factor possibly influencing the
growth of the · port lies hidden in the Plistocene sediments
of nearby Georges Bank and the Narragansett Basin. Off-
shore development of reported oil and gas potential deposits
could induce significant rapid expansion of all port re-
lated activities. 20 Similarly exploitation of reserves of
low sulfur coal reported to exist within the Narragansett
Basin 21 might witness the rebirth of the region's long
idle dependence on coal as a major energy source and the
subsequent development of a bulk coal distribution facility
in the upper Providence River.
Interviews with State Economic Development Council
officials 22 and the leasing of p~er space at the former Davis-
ville Construction Batalion Center to oil development interests 23
indicate that· development of the former military facilities. 24
Such decisions, whether or not the most efficient use of the
facilities, remove a potential impediment to further investment
19See liThe New Logistics of Bulk," Transportation
Management, Sep./Oct., 1974, p. 28.
20See James T. Kaul, "Are Oi 1 Bonanza Days Ahead for
R. 1.?" Providence Sunday Journal, 19 October 1975, p . C-l.
211l0bservatory May Drill for Coal Here," Newport
Daily News, 18 February 1976, p. 1.
22Interview with John lemma, Assistant Director,
and Mr. Jay Lessick, Researcher, R. I. Economic Development
Council, Providence, Rhode Island.
23Kau1, p. C-l.
24Kagan et. al .
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in the development of the Providence Port, namely, a potential
competitor, perhaps better suited for such investment. Other
real competitors to the Port do exist and, as such, represent
the major impediment to future expansion of the port. Con-
tainerization within the Port of Providence, in the highly
competitive system of the North Atlantic ports, where, re-
portedly, ample container terminal capacity currently exists,
but with distribution of available terminals resulting in
a large imbalance in the percentages of utilization,25 may
not be the economic panacea to the Port's problems. Without
it, however, the Port must be considered similar to most
commercial port facilities, lias already obsolescent, without
a chan e of recuperating operational effectiveness unless
changes reflecting future requirements are implemented with-
out delay.26
25Frankel, p . 1.
26I bi d.
CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Port of Providence is no longer technologically
competitive with other regional ports and as a result, shippers
and shipowners have sought ports which offer more modern faci-
lities and services for the ocean shipment of goo~s. The de-
crease in the portis role as a regional general cargo distri-
bution center can be more correctly attributed to economic
and administrative factors rather than to natu~ 1 growth-
inhibiting conditions, such as geographical location, depth,
and access to the sea.
Considerable investment into this port will be
required to regain a prominent position in regional and
national maritime trade. Facilities for the transfer of
containerized cargoes appear to be essential if the port
is to continue to maintain an active rol~ in the dry cargo
trade. Further study should be made to determine the portis
role in the regional and national transportation scheme be-
fore large investments and overcapitalization occur.
The Port, despite present idleness, retains
naturally attractive features for the establishment of an
oceanborne trade and distribution center for general cargoes.
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Among these are geographic location, natural environmental
conditions, transportation access, and the economic de-
velopment potential of oil, gas, and coal exploitation
nearby in the immediate future. Present jurisdictional
arrangements which see duplication of port functions in
the often politically conflicting roles of the Cities of
Providence and East Providence with little or no input
from the State, have resulted in a dichotomous and in-
efficient development pattern of gorwth for the port.
It is recommended that:
(1) A study of the future role and marketability of a re-
vitalized port be conducted before further investment into
existing port facilities is made.
(2) The cities of Providence and East Providence join with
the State Port Authority to establish an independently
funded, professionally staffed, revitalized Port Authority
with jurisdiction to purchase, develop', operate or lease
port facilities within the Narragnasett Bay/Providence River
area. The newly appointed Authority should conduct inde-
pendent studies for development and marketing of a Narra-
gansett Bay Port. The studies undertaken should assess the
potential development of containerized feeder services from
the combined port, the impact of offshore energy develop-
ment on the Port, future development and expansion potential
of the neo-bu1k specialization currently pursued by the City
of Providence, and other factors to confirm the economic
viability of an expanded port.
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(3) The Cities of Providence and East Providence unite on
the port development issue and demand immediate political
support from state and federal legislators in seeking a
rapid, but ecologically sound solution to mutual dredge
spoil disposal problems.
(4) The Wilkes Barre Pier site be considered by the City
of Providence as a mutually beneficial harbor development
project and as a possible site for Municipal Wharf spoil
disposal, and as such, worthy of support and encouragement.
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